
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Since long time we already know that the role of philosophy is not to discover what is hidden,  
but to make visible what is precisely visible, that is to say,  

to reveal what is so near, what is so immediate, what is so closely linked to ourselves,  
that for exactly this reason we do not perceive it." (Michel Foucault) 

 

  



 

Τhe exhibitory event consists in  presenting  ideas/works of students  relevant to  the creation/construction/invention of new objects or  selection 
or the modification of already existing objects, which will be designated/highlighted as “philosophical objects”. This is an educatioinal-
initiatory/research plan, with ultimate aim for the participants to gain a certain awareness about recognizing and defining the philosophical 
element. The research query  this attempt refers to is dual and concerns in first place  the specification of the concept of “object”,  but also its 
philosophical quality or otherwise  the possibility and modalities of an object to be understood as philosophical, moreover  its possibility to be 
connected to the concept and  ways of the object. During this process, the relationship between philosophy and the concept of construction, 
representation and performance is stressed and investigated to some extent, linking this project with artistic and discursive forms, but also with an 
educational dynamics as a manifestation of practical philosophy and public expression. 
 
The exhibition itself is one of the phases of a research project integrating the systematic transcription of research process of the students from 
conception to investigation, from reflecting and exchanging remarks within the group to planning and from realization of objects to their 
presentation/exposure and finally, to an   a posteriori feedback discussion about the exhibition objects in function with the initial purpose & the 
intermediary procedures/synergies. Neither the aim of the exposition of “objects” prejudices nor the final exposition of objects validates an 
affirmative outlook on the initial queries; however a workshop is proposed: a walking discussion involving both the authors of the exhibition and 
visitors as they will be moving through and around the objects in order to clarify, understand or possibly reconstruct the routes, paradoxes and 
joints of the whole procedure till that moment.  A final step will be the creation of an e-book containing all material illustrating products and 
processes.  
 
Elena C. Theodoropoulou, May, 2016 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EXHIBITION 

PHILOSOPHICAL OBJECTS 

2rst Cycle- 2016 

Items: 

1. Body Pain (t)ing 

 
Parallelism, representation, detail, paradigm. 

Ιmplementation: Laos Dimitris, Odyssea Irina, Varvaressos Panagiotis  
2. No ( ) ma 

 
Object, image, machine, material. 

           Ιmplementation: Amaxopoulou Kyranthi-Rafailia, Parastatidou Maria 
 

3. De-Builder 

 
Form, mixed, speed, state, position.  

Ιmplementation: Ioannidou Korina, Votsi Elisavet 
4. Tongues 

Coincidentia oppositorum, scene, factory, members, gesture, faces 

Ιmplementation: Papadaki-Mpahouma Maria 
5. Alter(n) 

 
Image, alteration, mortality, apeikasma, leaf, passage. 

Ιmplementation: Volonaki Katerina 



 

6. Gro 
 
Silent, intertitles, movement, pieces, articulation. 

Ιmplementation: Vlamouli Artemis, Stoidou Antigoni 
 

7. Études 

 
Patterns, film, system, space, signs points 

Ιmplementation: Plesioti Xrisanthi, Malliarou Aggeliki   
 

8. Puppen 

 
Projector, heap, time mannequins, body, space. 

Ιmplementation: Kolovos Lampros, Tsiouma Dimitra-Loukia, Psarologaki Evaggelia  
 

9.  Hidden 

 
Belts, thought, escape, light, I want 

Ιmplementation: Chatzis Thanasis  
 

10. Everything 
 
Series, extent, containing, contents, words. 

Ιmplementation: Korologou Despina, Gioulten Souleiman 
 

The Philosophical Object "Everything", perceives the work of the students of the 6th grade, of the 1st Experimental Primary School of Rhodes, which was 

developed on the convergence between two research projects of the L.R.P.A.Ph.: οf “Philosophical Objects”  and of “The Art & Philosophical Practices in 

order to change school?” (PHILARPE) 

 



 

Mine 

 

Photo, places, people, nature, things, me-you-us 
Ιmplementation: Xatzipetrou Alexandros, Raxanioti Fotini, 
Petrou Pavlos, Charitou Faidra, Nioukou Katerina, 
Sintichaki Anastasia, Maniou Eirini, Georgas Stergios, 
Oikonomopoulou Christina, Martikos Giannis, 
Oikonomopoulou Sabbina, Mpelntekos Giorgos, 
Diakokostantis Giorgos, Pirsopoulos Aggelos, Pirsopoulou 
Maria, Sakki Nastazia, Papakiriakou Savvas, Kounentelidis 
Odisseas, Chatzikalimeris Diagoras. 

 
 
Participation of the «Laboratory of Art / Architecture in Public Life" : 
 
Locus Solus Public. Conversations Curatives 
performative  archiving  actions,  Elephant and Castle, 28.4 - 1.5 2009.  

Working team: Panos Kouros with Elena Chronopoulou, Nora Demjaha, 
Giota Dimitropoulou, Athena Kokla. 

(Out of the:  Box Intermedia, London Festival of Europe) 



 

ACTORS 

“Laboratory of Research in Practical and Applied Philosophy” http://www.pse.aegean.gr/labs/eepef/ Department of Preschool Education Sciences and 
Educational Design / University of the Aegean 
  
Conception-Organisation-Scientific Responsibility: Professor Elena C. Theodoropoulou 
 
Collaborating Laboratory: “Laboratory Art / Architecture in Public Sphere”   https://artpublicresearch.wordpress.com/ Architecture Department / University 
of Patras.  Responsible: Professor Panos Kouros 
  
Consulting-Observer: Emeritus Professor Alain Kerlan. Responsible of the 3rd Axe of the  ECP Laboratory  [Laboratoire de Recherche Éducation Cultures et 
Politiques] : Politiques de l’art et de la culture en éducation et de la formation / Université de Lumière Lyon2 
 
 
The works are implemented by students of D.P.S.E.E.D. / University of the Aegean. 
 
 
The following members of the Research Group of the L.R.P.A.Ph., have supported the project and the realisation of the exhibitory part: 
 
Fani Paraforou, Teacher, PhD, LMU Munich  
Elena Nikolakopoulou, Postgraduate student in Philosophy, of National and Kapodistrian University of Athens 
Katerina Renti, B.Ed, Department of Primary Education, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens/Postgraduate student of Open University of Cyprus. 
 
Thanks to Jacinthe Papaioannou (teacher, Μ.Ed, member of the research team of the L.R P. A. Ph.) for her help in creating the blog and the central video of the exhibition 
and the student Panagis Μarketos ("Laboratory Art / Architecture in the public sphere ") for his help in creating the posters. 

  
 

 
                                                     

http://www.pse.aegean.gr/labs/eepef/
https://artpublicresearch.wordpress.com/
http://l.r.p.a.ph/

